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incorporate correlation effects for arbitrarily long time periods
rather than assuming zero correlation outside the coherence
interval. Third, we explore the effects of differing correlation
functions on the key generation rates available.

Abstract—Ensuring data privacy of wireless communication
systems has been a challenging problem for various reasons. The
simplicity of eavesdropping on wireless transmissions makes the
barrier to entry lower for wireless than for wired systems. Due to
size and power constraints, wireless systems are sometimes
unable to implement the complex cryptographic algorithms that
can ensure the privacy of their data, leaving them with weaker
schemes that are more easily exploited. However, the wireless
security problem has one distinct advantage over the wired
problem in that the channel seen by the eavesdropper is not
usually correlated with the channel seen by the intended receiver.
Recent research in the community has suggested that the
randomness inherent in the wireless channel may be exploited to
create secret keys dynamically, making simple wireless
cryptographic schemes extremely strong and in some applications
providing perfect secrecy. In this paper, we present some
information theory bounds on key lengths for various wireless
channel models and discuss the impact such physical channelderived dynamic re-keying would have on various applications.
We also present some thoughts on proving out the concepts in
actual systems.

Specifically, we consider three distinct channel models
(Jakes, Gaussian, and Sinc) using two basic methods of
sounding the channel (simultaneous sounding and time division
duplex (TDD) with/without delay). Channel sounding is the
process of transmitting a known sequence from one node so the
other node can estimate the channel response. The results of
our analysis demonstrate secret key generation rates available
for some of these combinations and draw conclusions about the
available secret rates relative to non-secret rates in typical
wireless channels. We will conclude with some discussion of
implementation of this key generation in hardware systems.
This paper is outlined as follows. In Section II, we briefly
introduce the information theory construct for computing key
lengths; section III discusses sounding strategies; and section
IV describes the channel models we employ. Simulation results
are given in Section V with discussion of results in Section VI
and conclusions in VII.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

II.

Recent studies have demonstrated the ability of a
transmitter/receiver pair (Alice/Bob) to generate secret keys
derived from the physical layer channel [1]-[9]. By creating
keys in real-time, perfect secrecy (information-theoretically
secure) and/or near-perfect secrecy (computationally secure)
can be established with a pair of low-cost transceivers. Initial
studies demonstrated the potential for secret communication
leveraging differences in the Alice-Bob channel and the AliceEve channel using Information Theory [1]-[2]. For simplicity
in proving the concepts, many of these early studies assumed a
binary symmetric channel with fixed probabilities.

In the wireless eavesdropping channel, we assume that
Alice, the intended transmitter, is attempting to communicate
with Bob, while a third party, Eve, is attempting to eavesdrop.
The signal that Bob sees when Alice transmits ݔ is given by
ݕ ൌ ݄ ݔ  ݊

(1)

the signal Alice sees when Bob transmits is given by
ݕ ൌ ݄ ݔ  ݊

(2)

and the signal Eve sees when Alice transmits is given by
ݕ ൌ ݄ ݔ  ݊

More recent papers have investigated key lengths and key
rates available in a Jakes’ model, which is applicable to a fixedto-mobile wireless channel model [3] and Rayleigh/Rician
fading channels [4]. The work of [3] concluded that the optimal
strategy for a given number of channel samples is one that
minimizes the channel sounding time. In this paper, we
generalize their approach in three significant ways and thereby
generate slightly different conclusions. First, we examine the
effects of system delays on the number of key bits generated as
well as the channel sounding strategies employed. Second, we
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(3)

Although Eve may be interested in Bob’s transmissions, the
problem is symmetric and it is sufficient to analyze Eve’s
ability to correctly decode Alice’s transmissions. In our system
model, we introduce the possibility that Bob transmits to enable
both Alice and Bob to estimate their channel so they can agree
upon a key. The system model described above is depicted
graphically in Figure 1.
We assume that ݄ ൌ ݄ at any given time. While this
assumption may be skewed somewhat by variations in the
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respponses of the transceiver haardware of Aliice and Bob, we
w
willl assume for our analysis that these vaariations can be
y proper calibrration. We also
o assume that ݄
acccommodated by
andd ݄ are statisttically indepen
ndent. This is reasonable
r
if Eve
E
is ffar enough awaay from both Allice and Bob. For
F channels with
w
suffficiently rich multipath, or
o a significcant number of
refllections of the wireless signall, this distance is on the orderr of
aw
wavelength (e.g
g. 10cm at a caarrier frequenccy of 3GHz). For
F
chaannels with leess multipath, the distancee grows. If th
his
disttance assumpttion breaks do
own in certain scenarios, the
t
avaailable key leng
gths will be sm
maller than whatt is reported heere.
Thee values could
d be computed
d assuming co
orrelation valu
ues
betw
ween ݄ and ݄ . To preserrve space, we also restrict our
o
anaalysis to the sin
ngle input sing
gle output (SISO
O) case or sing
gle
anteenna transmit//receive nodes,, though expan
nding to multip
ple
input multiple ou
utput (MIMO)) is relatively straightforwaard.
MIM
MO is a wiireless architeecture that asssumes multip
ple
anteennas at both transmitter an
nd receiver. So
ome examples of
sim
milar MIMO ex
xtensions are fo
ound in [9]-[10]].

ு
ܥ ൌ ܧൣ݄ ݄
 ൧ǡ

(7)

ு
ܧൣ݄ ݄
 ൧ǡ

(8)

ு
ܥ ൌ ܧൣ݄ ݄
 ൧ǡ

(9)

ܥ ൌ

ܥ
ܥ ൌ  ܧ ு
ܥ

ܥ
൨Ǥ
ܥ

(10)

ҧ is the normaliized version off ܥ such that tthe maximum
and ܥ
ҧ is 1.
correlattion coefficientt of ܥ
To the extent thatt the channel aand noise proccesses are not
well appproximated byy Gaussian disstributions, (6) will yield an
upper bbound on the nuumber of key bbits [11].
Thee covariance m
matrices of (77)-(9) are poppulated using
temporral autocorrelattion functions oof the wireless channel. The
specificc functions useed in our analyysis are defineed in the next
section . The covariiance matrix is built from
m a generic
autocorrrelation functiion ܴሺ߬ሻ by
ܥǡ ൌ ܴ൫ݐǡ െ ݐǡ ൯

(11)

where ܥǡ is the (i,,j)th element oof ܥ , ݐǡ reprresents the ith
time at which Alice rreceives soundding data from Bob, and ݐǡ
represeents the jth tim
me at which B
Bob receives soounding data
Alice. This genneric constructt can be applieed to ܥ and
from A
ܥ by replacing the aappropriate lettters in (11).
Givven (6), we cann compute keyy lengths for ann arbitrary set
of covaariance matrices as a function of signal tto noise ratio
(SNR). Thus, by seleccting a set of channel modelss with defined
autocorrrelation functiions, we can diirectly compute key lengths
by pluggging in correelation coefficiients based onn the time at
which tthe channel is ssounded.

Figure 1. Wirelesss System Model

Based on this system model,, we assume th
hat Alice and Bob
B
botth estimate th
heir channels from sounding
gs conducted at
disccrete intervalss. These estiimates populaate a vector of
com
mplex values ݄ and ݄ and
d the number of
o secret key bits
b
avaailable is given
n by the muttual informatio
on between th
heir
estiimates (see, forr example, [5], [9])
ܭ ൌ ܫ൫݄ Ǣ ݄ ห݄ ൯Ǥ

III.

Thee correlation fuunctions in ourr analysis are derived from
three ddistinct channeel models: Jakes (Bessel), Square (Sinc),
models are am
and Gaaussian. These m
mong several that are used in
variouss simulation ttools and chaannel emulators and have
physicaal relevance [112]. We assum
me all channel models to be
stationaary.

(4)
(

Under the assumption
a
off statistical independence of
chaannels, and asssuming that the noise pro
ocesses are allso
inddependent, the estimate ݄ will
w yield no in
nformation abo
out
݄ or ݄ , so thee number of key
y bits may be written
w
ܭ ൌ ܫ൫݄ Ǣ ݄ ൯Ǥ

Jakes M
Model
Thee Jakes functioon [13] is a m
model that is ooften used to
describbe the average sspectrum resullting from a fixxed-to-mobile
or mobbile-to-fixed chhannel in a m
multipath envirronment with
uniform
m angular scatttering. The veloocity of the mooving node is
௩
given bby  ݒsuch that the maximum
m Doppler shifft is ݂ ൌ బ

where ݂ is the carrieer frequency aand ܿ is the sppeed of light.
The tem
mporal autocoorrelation functtion of the chaannel is then
given bby

(5)
(

If we furtheer assume thaat the channeels and/or noise
proocesses may be approxim
mated by com
mplex Gaussiian
disttributions, and for simplicity in writing the equation,
e
we allso
assuume that ߪଶ ൌ ߪଶ , we can wrrite
 ଶ ቆ
ܭǡீ ൌ 

ȁܥ ȁȁܥ ȁ
ቇ
ȁܥ ȁ
ҧ  ߪଶ ܫȁ
ൌ ʹ 
 ଶ ȁߪଶ ܥ
ҧ
െ ଶ ȁߪଶ ܥ
 ߪଶ ܫȁ

CHANNEL MODELS

ܴ ሺሺ߬ሻ ൌ ܬ ሺʹߨ݂ ߬ሻ

(12)

where ܬ is the zero-oorder Bessel funnction of the firrst kind.

(6)
(

Rectan
ngular Spectru
um Model
Thee sinc functionn is used as thhe temporal auutocorrelation
functionn correspondinng to a rectanggular Doppler sspectrum. We
define tthe correlation with parameteer ߚ as

where the above covariance
c
mattrices are defineed as
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ܴௌ ሺ߬ሻ ൌ

݊݅ݏሺሺߨߚ߬ሻ
ߨߚ߬
ߨ

Theese two schem
mes are illustratted in Figure 3 below. The
notationn Alice->Bob iindicates Alicee sending a souunding packet
to Bob . Free variablees in our soundding schemes including the
length oof the soundingg packets and tthe inter-packett delays.

(1
13)

andd set ߚ ൌ ʹ݂ to
t keep the Dop
ppler spread co
onsistent betweeen
models. This allow
ws us to definee results in term
ms of velocity for
f
all of our channel models.
Gaaussian Spectru
um Model
We define our
o
Gaussian spectrum with
w
a Gaussiian
autoocorrelation fu
unction with parameter ߙ giveen by
ି
ܴீ ሺ߬ሻ ൌ ݁ ିఈఛ
ଵ

మ
గమ 

ଷ

୪୭ ଵ

where we set ߙ ൌ ቀ ቁ

మ

(1
14)

so
o that ݂ from the Jakes mod
del

p
of the Gaussian
G
spectrrum, once agaain
is aat the -3dB point
givving us a consistent measure of Doppler sprread by which to
com
mpare the different models.

Figuree 3. Sounding Straategy Illustrations. a) Simultaneous ssounding with
variable inter-ppacket delay; b) TD
DD with variable ddelay

Moodel Comparisson

Ourr notional sounnding period iss 256ʅs, but inn cases where
this perriod results in a non-integer nnumber of sounnding packets,
the perriod will be less than 256ʅs. The resultingg key lengths
from (66) are then diviided by the actuual sounding period to yield
a secreet key rate. Thhis is our metr
tric of interest for the next
section , which lookss at key ratess vs. lengths of sounding
packetss, channel moodels, soundinng strategies, delays, node
velocityy, etc.

For illustratio
on purposes, we plot thee autocorrelatiion
funnctions and Dop
ppler spectra off all three models in Figure 2.
IV.
I

SOUNDIN
NG STRATEGIES
S

The covariancce matrices of (6)
( are built based on the valu
ues
of the autocorreelation functio
ons defined ab
bove, but tho
ose
funnctions are sam
mpled at speciffic times. Thuss, the strategy by
whiich we sound the
t channel hass an impact on the secret key bit
ratee and we will analyze
a
the follo
owing strategiees.

V.

Notional Doppler Spectra

Notional Autocorrelation Functions
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RESU
ULTS

Forr all scenarios,, we assume aan SNR of 100dB, a carrier
frequenncy of 2.4GHz,, and a sample rate of 1MHz. We compute
secret key generatioon rates in bits/second/Hzz using the
followiing parameterss: 1) velocitiees of 0.1m/s to represent
stationaary nodes, 1m//s for walking speed, 10m/s ffor residential
auto sppeed, 30m/s forr freeway speedd, and 90m/s fo
for high speed
train; 22) inter-packet delays rangingg from 0 to 500ʅs; 3) packet
lengthss ranging from 1 to 32ʅs; 4) cchannel modelss as described
in Sectiion III and 5) ssounding strateegies as describbed in Section
IV. Thee complexity oof the parameteer space makes it difficult to
report on all of the nuances of thhe results from
m our model;
howeveer, we present several figuress to give the reeader a sense
of the kkey rates availaable in some sllices of the parrameter space
we havve outlined.

2

Figgure 2. Notional Autocorrelation
A
Fun
nctions and Doppler Spectra for Three
Channel Models

The first strateegy is to simultaneously soun
nd the channel by
havving both Alice and Bob traansmit and receive at the sam
me
tim
me. This strateg
gy is unlikely
y to be implem
mented in a reeal
system because such simultaneous duplex operation
o
on the
t
sam
me frequency is
i extremely difficult to achiieve. We preseent
these results for completeness
c
and
a to comparre with our oth
her
straategy.

In F
Figure 4, we cconsider the im
mpact of the llength of our
soundinng packets on the key rate foor the three channel models
assuminng a velocity oof 10m/s, zero delay betweenn packets, and
a TDD strategy. For tthis scenario, thhe rates are veery similar for
the diffferent modelss and longer packets are slightly less
efficiennt than shorter oones.

We also preseent results for the case when
n Alice and Bob
B
takee turns soundiing the channeel by employin
ng time divisiion
dupplexing (TDD). This scheme allows Alice and
a Bob to shaare
the channel by alternating theirr transmissions in time. In the
t
besst case, Alicce and Bob will swap Tx/Rx mod
des
insttantaneously, but realistic effects inclu
uding electron
nic
swiitching delays and propagatio
on delay will require
r
an actu
ual
impplementation to
t accommodaate some finitee delay betweeen
tim
me slots. We theerefore present results in whicch soundings taake
placce with differeent delays betw
ween slots over a finite period of
tim
me.

Althhough there iis value in m
modeling differrent Doppler
spectraa to understannd how keys are affected in complex
environnments, for puurposes of this study, we will restrict the
rest of oour analysis to the Jakes moddel.
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Figure 4. Key rates vs. packet length and channel model
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Figure 7. Key rates vs. packet length and delay
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Figure 6. Key rates vs. packet length and velocity

Figure 5 shows key rates versus packet length for different
sounding strategies at different velocities. Notice that higher
velocities yield higher key rates, which is a trend that will be
preserved across all parameter dimensions. Also, simultaneous
sounding always outperforms TDD, though we find the
assumption of simultaneous sounding to be unrealistic in
practice. It is, however, instructive to see how they compare.
0.05

5

0

5

10

15
20
25
Sounding packet length (Ps)

30

Figure 8 shows key rate vs. inter-packet delay. Packet size
is a second independent variable. Independent of packet size, it
seems wise to keep inter-packet delays as short as possible;
however, the impact of such delays is mitigated by longer
packet lengths.

35

Figure 5. Key rates vs. packet length, sounding scheme, and velocity

Figure 9 shows key rate vs inter-packet delay for various
velocities. Interestingly, for the largest packet size, it is helpful
to minimize delay at high velocities, but at low velocities,
increasing delays can be helpful in improving key rate
efficiency.

Figure 6 shows key rates versus packet length for different
velocities assuming a Bessel function, and TDD with 20ʅs
delays between packets. In this case, we see a clustering of
performance for low velocities up to 10m/s and then significant
increases for higher velocities. We also see a marked increase
in key rates with longer sounding sequences for this set of
parameters.

Figure 10 shows key rate vs. velocity for various delays.
Again, we note the value of minimizing delay for high
velocities and the benefit of increasing delays for low velocity
node pairs.

Figure 7 shows a similar slice of key rate vs packet length
using delay as a second independent variable. We still see
increasing efficiency with larger packet sizes except in the case
of the zero delay scheme.
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Figure 8. Key rates vs. delay and packet length
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Figure 11. Key rates vs. velocity and packet length

VI.
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Channel Sounding Considerations
According to the model presented here, it seems universally
beneficial to have high velocity nodes with minimal interpacket delay times and relatively long packet lengths; however,
there may be some scenarios where this is not the case and
channel-targeted modeling should be employed before
implementing such a rule in an actual system. Though we did
not show different SNRs, key rates grow with SNR similar to
the rate at which channel capacity grows.
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Notice from Figures 5-7 that longer sounding packets often
yield higher key rates than shorter packets; however, Figure 7
clearly shows a knee in the curves where longer packets reduce
the available key rate. This can be explained by noting that as
the sounding packet length increases, the correlation between
packets decreases. However, for very short packets, the noise
level becomes the limiting factor in the mutual information
between the channel estimates. Accordingly, the key rate has
an optimal packet length where the noise-reducing benefit of
longer packets is balanced with the packet-to-packet
decorrelation effects.
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Figure 9. Key rates vs. delay and velocity
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Figures 8-10 consider the effect of inter-packet delay on
key rates and indicate that smaller delays are nearly always
correlated with higher key rates. This can be explained by
observing that as the Alice-Bob and Bob-Alice soundings are
separated in time (packet delay increase), they become more
decorrelated. The amount of decorrelation depends on the
Doppler spectrum, which depends on the velocity. As the
decorrelation increases, the mutual information between
channel estimates decreases thereby decreasing the key rate.
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Notice from Figures 9-10, that delay has a different effect
for different velocities. This is due to the fact that higher speeds
induce more decorrelation between nodes for a given delay. As
either delay is increased or speed is increased, the decorrelation
also increases leading to a reduced key rate.

90

Figure 10. Key rates vs. velocity and delay

Figure 11 shows key rate vs. velocity for various packet
sizes, illustrating once again the benefit of longer sounding
packets and the value of high velocity in improving key rate
generation.

Implementation Considerations
While high velocities yield higher key rates because of the
increased randomness due to evolution of the wireless channel
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over time, that same rapid channel evolution also introduces
greater ambiguities between the channel Alice estimates and
the channel Bob estimates. This is reflected in the model that
computes the key rate bound, but this ambiguity presents an
implementation challenge independent of the theory presented
above. Some practical methods for generating keys and
resolving ambiguities have been presented in [4]-[7], but there
may be other methods that would work as well or better than
what has been offered already. This area of research probably
deserves additional attention.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have analyzed key generation rates for
different channel models using different channel sounding
schemes. The effects of parameters were considered including
sounding packet length, inter-packet delay, and node velocity
leading to observations on optimal strategies for sounding
various channels.
Considerations for implementing this key generation
scheme in a hardware system were also discussed. Although
many studies have been conducted on the theory of physicallyderived secret keys, very little has been done to implement
these schemes in actual systems. We present this analysis and
discussion in part to help motivate additional efforts to do so.

Notice from all of the figures in Section V that with a nonsecret channel capacity of 3.46bps/Hz at 10dB SNR, given by
 ܥൌ  ଶ ሺͳ  ܴܵܰሻ, typical secret key rates are approximately
two orders of magnitude lower than non-secret rates.

In addition to developing, implementing, and testing
practical key generation schemes, studies should also be
conducted to identify vulnerabilities in the concept.

This leads to the implementation consideration of how
much time these soundings should take to generate keys
sufficiently long for encryption purposes. Encryption words
may utilize a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) to allow Alice
and Bob to verify the integrity of their key and data. If this
paradigm is employed, key words should be long enough to
make it computationally infeasible for Eve to employ a brute
force attack. Word lengths on the order of 128, 256, 512, or
1024 bits could be considered. These word lengths are also
compatible with many commercial encryption schemes. Based
on the 1MHz sample rate of our analysis, approximately 5ms
would be required to obtain 128 secret key bits.
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